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Abstract:
Writing systems have been classified as deep or shallow. Successful writing systems always represent some aspects of the sound of the language that they encode. A writing system that encodes nothing more is called shallow. Italian and Finnish are very shallow systems. A system that encodes grammatical, lexical, semantic, or morphological information is called deep. Chinese, for example, contains a great deal of lexical information. English has been characterized as deep on the basis of grammatical, lexical, and morphological encoding. For example, one-syllable lexical words in English are normally at least 3 letters long, while grammatical words can be shorter: I, a, an, we (vs. wee), be (vs. bee), or (vs. are), in (vs. inn), etc. In recent work, Kristian Berg and I have shown that English spelling encodes morphological distinctions. For example, if an English word ends in the unstressed sound [es] and is an adjective, it will be spelled -ous (e.g. callous). If it is not an adjective, it will be spelled otherwise, (callus). The spelling thus serves as a morphological cue, sometimes for phonologically identical words. It has often been noted that sets of phonologically identical but lexically distinct morphologically simple words are similarly systematically differentiated: pair, pare, pear. We will present a comprehensive study showing that cases like this most often result from a conservative spelling that has not caught up with the sound changes in the language (e.g., cite, sight, site). The evidence for a systematic use of spelling to differentiate monomorphic lexical homophones that is not a result of historical accident is vanishingly small.
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